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ABSTRACT
Mobile code refers to programs that come into a host computer over the network and start to
execute with or without a user’s knowledge or consent. Because these programs run in the
execution context of the user that downloads them, they can issue any system calls that the user is
allowed to make, and thus pose a serious security threat when they are malicious. Although many
solutions have been proposed to solve the malicious mobile code problem, none of them are truly
effective at striking a good balance between defeating zero-day attacks and minimizing disruption
to the execution of legitimate applications.
This paper describes a commercial system called SEES that secures the execution of mobile
code that comes into a host computer as an email attachment or as a web document downloaded
through an anchor link by running them on a separate guinea pig machine rather than on the user
machine. Effectively, it takes an isolation approach to the secure mobile code execution problem.
As a result, SEES guarantees that no malicious email attachments or web documents that act on
behalf of the user that downloads them, can damage the resources of the user machine, or can leak
any confidential information. In particular, even zero-day virus cannot cause any harms. We
present the design, implementation and evaluation of SEES on the Windows platform, and contrast
it with other existing approaches to the same problem.
Introduction
Mobile code refers to programs that come into an
end user’s computer over the network and start to execute with or without the user’s knowledge or consent.
Examples of mobile code include a Java script embedded within an HTML page, a Visual-Basic script contained in a WORD document, an HTML Help file, an
ActiveX Control, a Java applet, a transparent browser
plug-in or DLL, a new document viewer installed on
demand, an explicitly downloaded executable binary,
etc. Because a piece of mobile code runs in the execution context of the user that downloads it, it can issue
any system calls that the user is allowed to make,
including deleting files, modifying configurations or
registry entries, sending emails, or installing back-door
programs in the home directory. The most common
type of malicious mobile code is email attachment.
Existing solutions to the malicious mobile code
problem fall into two categories: signature-based antivirus tools and behavior blocking tools [1]. Neither of
them can stop malicious mobile code or malware
effectively. Because existing antivirus tools are based
on signatures, there is always a time gap between
when a piece of malware first appears and when the
corresponding signature is derived and distributed to
user sites. For malware such as the SQL Slammer
worm, any time gap that is more than a few hours is
unacceptable, because a well-designed worm can take
down the Internet within hours.
Behavior blocking technology sandboxes the
execution of suspicious applications by monitoring
and controlling the system calls the applications make,
according to a security policy. If properly configured,

behavior blocking can even stop zero-day exploits.
However, it is difficult to properly set the sandboxing
security policy for each individual application such
that all existing applications run smoothly and none of
the existing malware can get through. This is especially true when the source code of the applications to
be sandboxed is not available. Indeed, almost all existing behavior blocking systems use a single sandboxing
policy for all applications running under a user
account or on the same system. As a result, these systems tend to trigger many false positives and break
perfectly legitimate applications.
This paper describes the design, implementation,
and evaluation of a secure mobile code execution system called SEES (Secure Email Execution Service),
which takes an isolation approach to safeguard an end
user machine from two specific types of mobile code,
email attachments and documents retrieved via a web
browser. SEES identifies incoming email attachments
and web documents, and isolates their execution on a
physically separate machine (called the guinea pig
machine) in such a way that the execution results are
displayed on the end user’s computer screen with the
same look and feel.
Because SEES guarantees that malware embedded in email attachments or web documents never run
on an end user machine, it is impossible for them to
access, let alone damage, the user’s resources. The
guinea pig machine itself is carefully configured so
that the risks of being permanently compromised and
of attacking others when compromised are minimized.
Compared with signature-based anti-virus systems, SEES does not require periodic signature update
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and can effectively protect end users from zero-day
virus. Even if a piece of malware successfully penetrates and damages the guinea pig machine, the end
user ’s resources still remain intact. Compared with
behavior blocking systems, SEES supports finegrained isolation for specific types of mobile code and
uses a physical segregation approach rather than a
sandboxing approach. As a result, SEES is less intrusive in that legitimate applications rarely get disrupted
because of its security protection.
SEES effectively solves the email virus problem
because it addresses the psychological dimension of
the problem: People tend to open legitimate-looking
but possibly virus-containing email attachments for
fear of missing important messages. In addition, more
than 90% of virus entering an enterprise is through
email. SEES provides an additional level of assurance
that even if an email attachment contains virus, it will
not be able to inflict any damage upon a user’s
machine. This ability to tolerate malware allows SEES
to reduce the degree of disruption to legitimate application execution to the minimum when compared with
other solutions. It also opens up the possibility that a
user can experiment with a piece of mobile code, for
example, a downloaded executable binary, on the
SEES server before she installs it on her own machine.
Related Work
The physical isolation idea of SEES originated
from the Spout system [2], which is a distributed execution architecture to secure the execution of Java
applets. Spout uses a web proxy to identify Java
applets in incoming HTML pages and redirect them to
a playground machine. Spout incorporates a Javabased remote display mechanism rather than Windows
terminal service for remote execution. A similar
approach for secure execution of Java Applets can
also be found in [3].
The most widely used tools to protect user
machines from malware are antivirus products from
Norton [4], McAfee [5], Trend Micro [6]. These
antivirus tools can scan files downloaded by web
browsers, ftp clients, and email clients in real time.
They can effectively remove all known viruses before
the viruses can launch the attacks. However, none of
them can stop zero-day attacks since they rely on signatures. This deficiency raises a serious security concern
because Internet enables malware to spread so fast that
even the most prepared antivirus company cannot derive
signatures quickly enough to effectively stop them.
Many desktop machines suffer from malware
intrusion. Kathleen [7] did a survey on 17 networkbased intrusion detection systems, and only SessionWall from Computer Associates contains a scanner
engine to detect viruses embedded in network traffic.
However, this scanner still relies on signatures, and
therefore cannot handle zero-day exploits. Tripwire [8]
is an IDS running on UNIX-like systems that can
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detect zero-day viruses. Tripwire computes a hash
value for each important system file or binary, and uses
it to detect changes to system files. However, it cannot
detect viruses that do not modify any system files.
WindowBox [9] from Microsoft is the closest
system to SEES. WindowBox implements the sandbox
mechanism using a desktop object. WindowBox modifies the Windows 2000 kernel to restrict the access of
suspicious applications only to objects created in the
same desktop. A user may choose to create many
desktops such as work desktop, game desktop and personal desktop, and decide what applications can run
on each desktop. If a virus is run on one desktop, it
cannot access the network or data created on other
desktops.
There are, however, two problems with WindowBox. First, applications running on different desktops
still share application configuration files and registries, which a virus may corrupt to cause damage.
Second, WindowBox requires users to explicitly
decide what applications to run on which desktop and
therefore may pose usability problems in practice. In
contrast, SEES has neither of these problems because
it uses physical isolation and automatic redirection.
Many existing academic sandboxing research
systems such as Janus [10], Consh [11], Tron [12], and
MAPbox [13] are implemented on top of UNIX-like
system. Janus allows users to set permissions on path,
environment variables, network access and display.
When a process runs under Janus, Janus uses a debugging mechanism to monitor each system call made by
the process, and checks the system calls against the
user defined security policy. Consh extends Janus by
adding a virtual file system and a virtual network system. Besides setting up a security policy, Consh also
needs to setup the virtual file system correctly for running applications safely. Instead of setting security
policy for a user or a program, Tron allows users to
specify different security policies for different
instances of the same program. MAPbox groups applications into behavior classes such as editor class, compiler class, mailer class, and browser class, and a special sandbox is built for each behavior class.
Another sandbox example is the secure web
browser [14], which is built on top of an OS called
SubOS [15], which offers process-specific protection
mechanisms. An object downloaded by the web
browser is assigned with a sub-userid, and the object
is opened or executed on the context of the chosen
sub-userid. All of these sandboxing systems require
users to set up security policy and choose what and
when to sandbox. Such a sandboxing model does not
work on Windows environments since many Windows
users are used to point and click and they do not have
enough computer knowledge to decide what and when
to sandbox and setup the sandbox environment correctly. In contrast, the SEES system does not change
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the way users use the Windows system. It automatically selects and sandboxes email attachments and
web documents.
Secure Mobile Code Execution
A secure mobile code execution service needs to
address two fundamental issues: identifying a piece of
mobile code when it comes in, and insulating its execution from the host computer that downloads it.
The majority of malware comes into a user’s
machine because the user clicks on something. Email
attachment is the most common channel. Other possible channels include web browsers, ftp programs,
peer-to-peer file sharing applications, and messaging
applications such as IM and IRC. Another common
way through which malware penetrates into a user’s
computer is by exploiting the automatic download
capability of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (IE). Many
web pages contain mobile code such as Java scripts,
VB scripts, and ActiveX control. If the security level
of IE is set to low, IE automatically executes the
embedded mobile code when a user visits those pages.
IE also contains vulnerabilities that enable a web
page to automatically install a piece of malware on a
system even when the security level is set to the highest level. Similar vulnerabilities existed in Microsoft
Outlook and Outlook Express. For example, Outlook
could execute mobile code contained in an email
attachment without a user clicking on it. Finally, by
hijacking the control of a server program through such
vulnerability as buffer overflow, malware can take
over the machine on which the server program runs
and potentially spreads to other machines. One such
example is the SQL Slammer worm, which exploits a
vulnerability in the Resolution Service of Microsoft
SQL Server and Microsoft Desktop Engine (MSDE).
The ideal solution to the mobile code identification problem is for each network application to inform
the operating system when it downloads and executes a
piece of mobile code. Unfortunately neither existing
applications nor existing operating systems provide
such support. One possible approach to approximate
this ideal is to apply binary or source-level program
transformation techniques to automatically embed such
notification mechanisms into existing network applications without any programming efforts. Because there
are a large number of entry points malware can use to
infiltrate a Windows PC, SEES chooses to focus on the
two most common types of exploit points: email attachments and web objects downloads through IE.
SEES employs API interception techniques to
monitor Win32 API calls made by email clients and
web browsers, and take proper actions when these programs open or save files. The mobile code identification mechanism used in SEES is independent of email
client programs and web browsers.
Once a piece of mobile code is identified, the
issue is how to sandbox its execution in such a way
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that malware cannot cause damage and legitimate
applications can run without any glitches. The key
problem here is how to set up the sandboxing policy
accurately so as to eliminate both false positives and
negatives, and automatically so that the security
administration overhead is reduced to the minimum.
Commercial behavior blocking products tend to
err on the false positive side in that they tend to apply
the same sandboxing policy to all applications executed by a user or on a given machine. An ideal solution to this problem is to apply program analysis techniques to extract application-specific sandboxing policy automatically from arbitrary application programs,
for example, the PAID system [16]. However, this
approach is not always feasible because the source
code of network applications is not always available
and introducing such a sophisticated sandboxing
mechanism may be impossible for certain user sites.
Traditionally, the scope of sandboxing is a
machine or a user account. In the Windows environment, all known behavior blocking systems apply their
sandboxing mechanism to all processes running under
a user account by limiting their system call privilege.
This approach invariably breaks certain benign applications because the sandboxing policy cannot possibly
cover the needs of all current and future legitimate
applications. For example, the Word program needs
read/write access to its application-specific directory
and the document directory under the user’s home
directory. Prohibiting Word from accessing those
directories may break the functionality of Word and
inconvenience the user.
On the other hand, it is extremely difficult if not
impossible to devise a sandboxing policy that can
accurately capture and anticipate the requirements of
all non-malicious applications such as Word that are
going to run on a machine or under a user account. In
addition, sometimes even a single process may need to
be sandboxed differently at different times. For example, many Windows applications, such as Word, open
multiple documents in the same process to reduce
resource consumption. This means that when a user
opens a local Word document and an email attachment
that contains a Word document, she needs to choose
between sandboxing both documents and sandboxing
neither document.
Instead of sandboxing, SEES chooses to execute
mobile code in a different execution environment than
the one that downloads it. Specifically, mobile code
runs on a physically separate machine called the
guinea pig machine under a low-privilege user
account, and the result of execution is sent back to the
user machine through a remote display mechanism.
This execution architecture provides the same look
and feel for benign programs but provides physical
isolation for potentially malicious programs.
This approach has several advantages. First, it
allows centralized management and enforcement of
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security policies, and thus reduces administration workload. Specifically, properly configuring the guinea pig
machine is all is needed to defend an enterprise against
malicious code embedded within email attachments or
web documents. Second, the security policies on the
guinea pig machine can be loosened to avoid unnecessary
disruption to legitimate applications without compromising security. This additional latitude results from the fact
that the guinea pig machine is potentially dispensable and
is logically separate from the rest of the intranet.
SEES Implementation
SEES System Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of
SEES, which consists of a SEES server and a SEES
client. The SEES server runs on a stand-alone machine
and provides the isolated execution environment for
mobile code. The SEES client takes control when a
user opens an email attachment or a web document.
Whenever a SEES client needs to open a file that
potentially contains mobile code, it sends the file to the
SEES server, which opens the file and displays the
results on the SEES client’s screen. To the user, the
look and feel is the same as if the file is opened locally.
The SEES server consists of three components as
shown in Figure 2, Execution Manager, Security Control Manager, and System Call Monitor. The Execution
Manager allows a SEES client to run a piece of mobile
code on the SEES server, and provides the same look
and feel as if it is executed locally. The Security Control Manager provides an isolated execution environment so that the side effects of mobile code are completely segregated from the rest of the SEES server. The
System Call Monitor is a traditional sandboxing mechanism that protects the SEES server itself from malicious

code by monitoring and controlling system call invocations according to a predefined security policy.
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Figure 2: The detailed software architecture of SEES.
The Execution Manager runs a piece of mobile
code on the SEES server on behalf of a SEES
client. The Security Control Manager provides an
isolated execution environment to segregate the
side effects of mobile code from the rest of the
SEES server. The System Call Monitor protects
the SEES server from malicious system call invocations according to a predefined security policy.
The main component of SEES client is the API
interceptor, which intercepts the save and open
operations of application programs and redirects
mobile code to the SEES server for execution.

Figure 1: In the SEES architecture, mobile code downloaded from an email client or Internet Explorer runs on a
separate guinea pig machine called the SEES server, but the results of mobile code execution are sent back to
the end user machine through a remote display mechanism such as Windows terminal service.
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The SEES client is implemented on top of
Remote Desktop ActiveX Control. When a user
invokes a piece of mobile code, the SEES client first
consults with the Security Control Manager to obtain a
low-privilege account, and executes the mobile code
under this account on the SEES server. There are several implementation alternatives to supporting the
remote execution mechanism, including Windows terminal server, Linux server running Wine or Crossover
Office and VNC, and Windows server running multiuser VNC or X Windows.
The Windows terminal server is the best choice
in term of performance overhead and usability, but it
requires expensive licensing charge. A less expensive
way is to use a Linux server running Wine and VNC
(LWV), which is slower and requires much more
memory. Currently Wine can successfully run many
Windows applications such as Microsoft Office. Still,
there are many other Windows applications that cannot
run under Wine. Finally, we have developed an experimental version of multi-user VNC for the Windows
platform, but its performance for interactive applications is still inferior to Windows terminal server.
Mobile Code Identification
The main task of the SEES client is to identify
potentially dangerous contents downloaded from the
network and send the contents to the SEES sever when
users invoke them. Since mobile code can have many
different forms, and they can come into a computer
from many channels, there is no universal mechanism
that can identify mobile code accurately. Our current
approach is to treat the files downloaded by Internet
Explorer or an email client and with dangerous MIME
type such as .exe and .doc as dangerous contents.
The easiest way to identify downloaded contents
is to use a proxy server to monitor and parse the
incoming contents, and mark the contents as dangerous if the contents have certain MIME type. The first
version of SEES used this approach. More concretely,
a POP3 proxy server is used to intercept all incoming
emails and rename an email attachment if it contains
dangerous MIME type such as .exe and .doc. The
POP3 proxy server adds a .sees extension to each dangerous attachment so that when a user clicks on a
renamed attachment, the SEES client is invoked
instead of the corresponding application.
However, this proxy server approach has two
major drawbacks. First, the .sees extension tends to
create confusion because it is visible to the end users.
Second, many email servers, such as Microsoft
Exchange Server and IBM Lotus Domino, use different
protocols between themselves and email clients. Worse
yet, emails could be encrypted or email servers could
require a secure connection. As a result, the proxy
server approach inherently entails significant implementation complexity that cannot be easily removed.
To avoid these problems, SEES employs a clientside Win32 API interception mechanism to identify
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email attachments and downloaded web documents.
The software architecture of the SEES client is shown
in Figure 2. Specifically, the SEES client intercepts
file open and file save operations of email clients and
IE. When the user double-clicks on an email attachment or a link on an HTML page, the email client or
IE calls the ShellExecute family of API to open the
attachment/file. The API interceptor intercepts the
ShellExecute family of API calls and re-directs the
attachment/file to the SEES server. If the user attempts
to save an attachment/file to a target file, the API
interceptor intercepts the GetSaveFileName family of
API calls to append an .sees extension to the target file
if it is in a FAT file system, or flags a ‘‘dangerous’’
flag of the target file if it is in an NTFS file system.
The .sees extension and the unused flag are
meant to indicate to the system that the file is potentially dangerous. Later on, when a user opens this file
through the Windows Explorer or command shell, the
IShellExecuteHook component intercepts the ShellExecute family of API calls, examines whether the file is
dangerous, and re-directs it to the SEES server if it is
dangerous. The advantage of using API interception to
identify downloaded files is that a single mechanism
can work with many different applications as long as
they use the ShellExecute family of API. Currently, we
are extending this interception mechanism to the peerpeer applications and instant messenger applications.
API Interception
When an email client or IE opens a file, the
Win32 API interceptor intercepts the file open call and
sends a request to the SEES server to open it. If an
email client or IE needs to save a file, the interceptor
marks the file as dangerous. When a user opens a dangerous file, the interceptor also sends the file to the
SEES server. The ShellExecute family of APIs in
shell32.dll of the Windows platform are the most commonly used APIs to perform file operations on a file.
Although they are not the only APIs that can be used
to open a file or to execute a file, they are indeed used
by all email clients we have tested, as well as IE,
Explorer, and the DOS shell.
Intercepting Win32 API calls means taking over
the program control when these APIs are called without modifying the monitored applications. The most
commonly used interception mechanisms are Proxy
DLL, EAT Patching, IAT Patching, and Shell Extension. Proxy DLL replaces an original DLL with a
proxy DLL that contains a call stub for each exported
function in the original DLL. The replacing proxy
DLL assumes the name of the original DLL, while the
original DLL is renamed.
When an application uses the original DLL’s
name to load a DLL, it is the proxy DLL that gets
loaded instead. All the calls made to the functions in
the original DLL are routed to the exported stubs in
the proxy DLL. The proxy DLL can simply forward
the calls to the original DLL, perform some operations
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before forwarding, forward the calls to someone else,
or reject the calls. Proxy DLL is the simplest way to
intercept Win32 APIs. However, this technique
requires that the function prototypes of all the exported
functions in a DLL be available. SEES does not use
this approach because some function prototypes of the
DLLs we wan to intercept are not available.
The Portable Executable (PE) format [17] is the
binary format used by both executable files and DLLs
on the Windows platform. Each DLL PE file contains
a table called Export Address Table (EAT) that stores
the entry point of each exported functions. The
addresses stored in a DLL’s EAT are used for an application to call the functions the DLL exports. To intercept a function exported by a DLL, one can add to the
DLL file a new section to store the intercepting function’s code, and modify the EAT entry of the intercepted function to point to the intercepting function.
When an application calls an intercepted function, the intercepting function is activated, and the
intercepting function can choose to abort the function
call, forward the function call to the original function,
or perform some other operations. However this EAT
patching technique cannot be easily applied to system
DLLs since the Windows File Protection (WFP)
mechanism discourages such DLL modifications by
nullifying the effects of these modifications. Even if
all backup versions of a system DLL are replaced,
Windows OS can still restore the DLL to the unmodified version through the Windows Updates mechanism. Another problem of this approach is that modification to a DLL has to be compatible with future versions of the DLL.
Each executable PE file includes an Import
Address Table (IAT), which has an entry for each
imported function (a function exported by a DLL).
After an executable file is loaded into memory, this table is filled with the addresses of the imported functions. When an application makes a call to an
imported function, it first looks up the corresponding
IAT entry, and then uses the address contained within
to jump to the target function. IAT Patching modifies
the IAT entry of an intercepted function to point to the
new intercepting function. All intercepting functions
are implemented in a DLL, and the intercepting functions are loaded into memory by a method known as
DLL injection.
There are three ways to inject a DLL to the
address space of a running process: 1) using the
Win32 API SetWindowsHookEx, 2) using the Win32
API CreateRemoteThread, and 3) using the AppInit_DLLs
registry. All these three mechanisms force the Windows OS to load a specified DLL automatically. Each
Windows DLL has a function called DllMain, which is
called automatically by the Windows OS after a DLL is
loaded. Therefore, the code for patching the IAT table
can be implemented in DllMain. However, this IAT
patching technique only works with statically loaded
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DLLs. A DLL can be loaded dynamically by using
LoadLibrary and the entry point of a function exported by
a DLL can be obtained by GetProcAddress. To support
dynamically loaded DLLs, both LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress must also be intercepted via IAT patching.
The IShellExecuteHook interface is a shell extension that can intercept any calls made to ShellExecute
(EX). This is the documented approach to extend the
behavior of the ShellExecute(EX) API with low overhead, but it cannot intercept other Win32 API calls.
SEES uses both IAT patching and the shell extension
method to intercept the ShellExecute family of APIs
and other APIs. The ShellExecute family of APIs
sometimes are used to perform some other operations
beside opening an attachment. The SEES client analyzes the arguments used in these API calls to filter
out unwanted cases.
Saving Files to Local Disk
Even though mobile code runs on the SEES
server, it is essential that the user feels that it is executed locally. Towards that end, when a user attempts
to save a file from an application running on the SEES
server, the file save interface should show the file system on the user’s machine rather than that on the
SEES server. To implement local save for a remote
execution mechanism such as Windows Terminal
Server, one needs to re-direct the file save operation
from the SEES server to the requesting SEES client.
More concretely, when the Execution Manager intercepts a save operation from applications running on
the SEES server, it requests the SEES client to launch
a save as dialog on the SEES client machine, thus providing the illusion that the user is saving the attachment/file on the local disk.
After the user picks a local file name for the save
operation, the Execution Manager first stores the file
on the server’s disk, and then transfers it to the SEES
client, which then saves the copy to the file location
the user specifies. However, since the SEES server
cannot always detect if an opened attachment is a
virus or not, after the user saves the attachment to the
local machine, it is also marked as dangerous so that it
will be sent to the SEES server next time when the
user clicks on it again.
Isolation of Mobile Code Execution
Because the SEES server is responsible for executing mobile code on behalf of all SEES clients
within an organization, it is essential to protect it from
malicious mobile code. That is, it should not be possible for any mobile code to bring down the SEES
server and deny the mobile code execution service to
other hosts. To provide such protection, SEES adds
the following checks for every mobile code execution
request from the SEES clients:
• Only certain IP addresses are authorized to be a
SEES client.
• Each SEES client can only make a finite number of mobile code execution requests.
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• The total amount of memory and disk usage by
a SEES client is limited.
The SEES server executes each piece of mobile
code on a low-privilege account, which allows its processes to read/write its home directory and to have
read access to certain system applications and files. As
a result, no mobile code can steal information from the
SEES server or corrupt the system data structures such
as registries, DLLs, and applications. To prevent
mobile code from leaving any permanent effects on
the SEES server, all the modifications to the registries
and file system made by a piece of mobile code are
erased after the execution is done.
More specifically, after installation, the SEES
configuration tool copies the registry files
NTUSER.DAT and UsrClass.dat of each account into a
safe place. After execution of each piece of mobile
code, these two registry files are restored automatically. As a result, when a piece of mobile code starts,
it always start with a ‘‘clean’’ execution context, in
terms of registry values and home directory contents,
and will never get ‘‘infected’’ by other malicious
mobile code.
A key advantage of the SEES architecture is that
the SEES server can use a more lenient security policy
when executing mobile code, as long as such policies
never bring down the server. That is, the SEES server
only needs to protect itself from denial-of-service
(DOS) attacks, and can afford to err for other types of
attacks, since the server itself is not supposed to contain any valuable information. Because of this additional latitude, SEES is much better than existing
behavior blocking systems because it can minimize
disruption to legitimate applications.
Security
Control
Manager

To take this idea to the extreme, we are currently
exploring a namespace virtualization mechanism that
allows each piece of mobile code to modify whatever
files and registries it wants, and yet these modifications are never visible to the SEES server or other
pieces of mobile code. This mechanism ensures no
legitimate mobile code will be disrupted while protecting the SEES server from malicious mobile code.
System Call Monitoring
As an additional layer of defense, the SEES
server also includes a system call monitor that checks
all the system calls made during the mobile code execution against a pre-defined sandboxing policy. Any
system calls that violate the sandboxing policy are
denied, and an alert message is sent to the user.
The software architecture of SEES’s system call
monitor is shown in Figure 3. The current SEES prototype monitors only two system calls, NtOpenFile and
NtCreateFile, which are used for both files and network
connection operations. To intercept system calls on a
Windows NT-like environment, we modify KeServiceDescriptorTable [18], which is the system call dispatch table data structure in the kernel. The System
Call Interception module first changes the table entries
corresponding to NtOpenFile and NtCreateFile to point
to two SEES hooking functions respectively and saves
the original function pointers. Consequently, all calls
to NtOpenFile and NtCreateFile go through SEES’s
hooking functions.
When the hooking functions intercept a system
call, the Call Source Identification module needs to
identify the process that makes the system call, since
only processes that execute mobile code and the child
processes they create need to be sandboxed. This
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Figure 3: The detailed software architecture and control flow of the System Call Monitor driver, which is embedded into the kernel. The System Call Monitor only sandboxes the applications that run under a low privilege
SEES user account according to the security policy set by a system administrator. It allows the system applications and the applications that are not executed under a SEES user account to run normally.
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We tested different types of documents using
applications in Microsoft Office Suite and the result
shows that when the available physical memory on the
SEES server is more than 20 MB, the start-up latency
between local execution and SEES-model execution is
only about one second on average. When the number
of active terminal sessions increases, e.g., increasing
to 30 or 40 sessions, there is still no noticeable latency
difference between the two cases. When the available
physical memory is below 20 MB, the application
startup latency increases significantly, i.e., 5 seconds
or longer, because of extensive swapping. This means
the architecture based on WTS does not add to additional usability problem in terms of latency as long as
the SEES server is installed with enough memory.
The SEES server’s CPU usage is also related to
its memory consumption. When the SEES server’s
available physical memory is more than 20 MB, its
CPU usage usually reaches a peak value between 50%
and 90% when a terminal session starts or terminates,
but quickly decreases to a lower average value. However, after the available physical memory becomes
smaller than 20 MB, the CPU usage remains at a high
peak value and that is when the start-up latency starts
to deteriorate.
When the number of active terminal sessions
increases, the memory usage on the SEES server
increases linearly, as shown in Figure 4. In this test,
we created a series of new terminal sessions, each running a WORD instance that opens a 865KB document,

module obtains all the relevant information, such as
process ID, terminal session ID, full path of the binary
image of the current process, security identifier (SID)
of the current user, filename or object name (network
object) to be opened, and desired access mode, from
the process structure of the current process making the
system call. The Policy Enforcement module then uses
the collected information to check for access violation.
These policy rules are set up at the configuration time
and loaded into the system call monitoring driver during initialization. The Device Communication module
is responsible for informing the user when a sandboxed process violates the security policy.
Evaluation
Scalability
The main scalability concern about SEES architecture is the fact that all mobile code’s execution is
concentrated on a single server using Windows Terminal Services (WTS). In this subsection, we will examine the start-up latency of individual applications and
CPU/memory consumption on the SEES server. To be
sure, WTS actually supports server clustering to
improve overall throughput and fault tolerance. We
use a DELL desktop with Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz
CPU, 768 MB PC2700 DDR memory as the SEES
server and an Acer desktop machine with Intel Pentium 3 650 MHz CPU and 384 MB PC133 SDRAM
memory as a SEES client. The operating systems used
on both machines are MS Windows 2000.
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Figure 4: The physical memory consumption of the SEES server increases linearly at a rate of 20 MB per new terminal session. In this case, each terminal session runs a WORD instance that opens a 865KB document.
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and the rate of increase in the SEES server’s memory
consumption is about 20 MB per new session. To isolate the contribution of the SEES server, we removed
the SEES server control and opened the same WORD
document in new terminal sessions, and the increment
in physical memory usage is about 18 MB per session.
This shows that the SEES server itself consumes only
about 2 MB. The WORD application in this case consumes 8 MB because it opens a document containing
many images. This means that there is a fixed overhead of about 10 MB associated with each new terminal session even when it is not running any application, and a remote-display scheme better than WTS
can be exploited to reduce the memory overhead.
Attack Analysis
Saving Attachment Directly From Email Client
Instead of opening an email attachment, users
can also save an email attachment directly from an
email client application. This operation is different
from the ‘‘Local Save’’ functionality of SEES and
must be identified properly. One solution is to intercept this operation of email client applications and
mark the file to be saved.
Time-bomb Malicious Code
A time-bomb malicious code will not be triggered until some later time or when a specific user
operation takes place. As a result, the system call
monitor on the SEES server may not immediately
detect a time bomb’s malicious behavior. One way to
resolve this problem is to mark the file saved through
‘‘Local Save’’ so that all subsequent invocations of
these files will still be executed on the SEES server.
Benign Installer and Malicious Executable
It is difficult to distinguish a benign application
installer from a malicious executable, because both
can modify system directories and registries. As a
result, the SEES server may falsely mistake a legitimate application installer for malicious mobile code.
We are working on a namespace virtualization technique that provides a process its own virtual execution
environment by logging all its updates to system
resources, and committing these updates only when it
is sure of the process’s legitimacy.
User Context Contamination
Because a malicious email attachment can
always update the private registry entries or home
directory of the user account under which it runs,
these updates can potentially infect future email
attachments that execute under the same user account.
To address this problem, the SEES server provides an
account refreshing mechanism, which cleans up the
home directory and refreshes the private registry
entries as soon as an existing session terminates.
Attacks Against the SEES Server
The home directory of a SEES user account on
the SEES server is configured to be writable for processes under that user account. If a malicious email
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attachment keeps creating files, it may consume
excessive disk space on the SEES Server. To prevent
this attack, SEES sets a disk quota limit for each
account using NTFS’s quota management. If an
attacker somehow gets hold of the user ID and password of a user account on the SEES server, she can
bombard the SEES server with many terminal sessions. The SEES server solves this problem by limiting the total number of terminal sessions per host. In
addition, the attacker can log into the terminal server
to eavesdrop the current applications running under
the same user account or to browse related network
shares. To stop such attacks, the SEES server ensures
that terminal sessions under the same user account
always come from the same host, and the network
share component is disabled.
Conclusion and Future Work
SEES stands out among both research and commercial solutions to the secure mobile code execution
problem because of its unique capability of both stopping zero-day virus and minimizing disruption to execution of legitimate applications. It achieves this
through accurate identification of specific types of
mobile code and physical isolation of the execution of
these mobile code. The end result is that SEES can
guarantee that no email attachments and web documents can can act on behalf of the user that downloads
them, can damage the resources of the user machine,
or can leak any confidential information.
As we discussed in the section on the fundamental issues of secure mobile code execution, there are
many other mobile code entry points that the current
SEES implementations do not capture and therefore
cannot isolate. For example, it is difficult to identify
and sandbox mobile code embedded in an HTML
page or an email body, especially when the HTML
page or email is encrypted.
The main problem is that this type of mobile
code runs in the same address space as the downloading application, in this case Internet Explorer or Outlook, and requires the sandboxing mechanism to use
different sandboxing policies at different times for the
same application. As another example, mobile code
embedded within objects being exchanged through
FTP applications, peer-to-peer file sharing applications, IRC and Instant Messaging applications
becomes increasingly prevalent, and thus needs to be
identified and sandboxed properly.
Although the physical isolation approach in the
current SEES implementations provides strong protection, it has two disadvantages. First, it requires an
expensive infrastructure, namely the Windows Terminal Server. Second, it cannot be easily generalized to a
mobile computing environment, because the SEES
server infrastructure may not always be available. To
address these problems, we are currently developing a
logical isolation approach that relies on system call
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monitoring and virtualization techniques, and thus
does not require a separate guinea pig machine. We
expect this approach to be more scalable and portable
while providing the same degree of protection as the
physical isolation approach.
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